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This unique, edited book bridges studies in language disorders and linguistic theory with timely contributions from leading scholars in language development. It
presents an attempt to define Specific Language Impairment, relating it to children of normal and disordered language capabilities. The chapter presentations
examine language development across a variety of populations of children, from those with Specific Language Impairment to second language learners. The
contributors discuss criteria for the definition of SLI, compare and contrast SLI with profiles of children with other disorders and dialects, and offer a
comprehensive look at the Whole Human Language, which ties together spoken and signed languages. Methodological concerns that affect the credibility and
generalizability of the findings are discussed and controversies between opposing linguistic approaches to language acquisition are presented. The conceptual
thread that gradually reveals itself as the chapters unfold is a theoretical issue of central importance to cognitive theory, as well as to our understanding of the
biological correlates of language--it concerns the variability that linguistic competence can manifest in children under different biological conditions and life
circumstances. Language Competence Across Populations: Toward a Definition of Specific Language Impairment is an essential volume for advanced students
and scholars in linguistics and psychology who have an interest in language acquisition and language disorders, as well as for the clinical professionals dealing
with children with language impairments.
Aanwijzingen en suggesties voor leeskrachten in o.a. het basisonderwijs, te gebruiken bij het werken met jeugdboeken op school.
Grappig herkenbaar en ontroerend eerlijk tegelijk Net niet. Net geen relatie, net geen baan, net geen ideale maat, helemaal geen gelukkig leven. Charlie wordt
dertig en is er klaar mee. Een boek over balanceren op het randje, jezelf verliezen en terug vinden, vergeven en vergeven worden en over hoe de liefde
uiteindelijk altijd de redding is. Frauke Joossen zet na Voor Claire (2012) en Mijn Tweede Adem (2013) met haar eerste roman opnieuw een belangrijk thema op
de kaart. Met een misleidende lichtheid neemt ze je mee in de wereld van een generatie twintigers die opgegroeid is met de boodschap dat ze alles konden
worden wat ze maar wilden, 'als ze maar hun best deden'. Maar wat als dat niet lukt?
Rework
Parameters and Functional Heads
Learn Dutch - Level 4: Intermediate
First Dutch Reader for Beginners
Dutch
Routledge Intensive Dutch Course

Now in its 10th edition, Dutch: An Essential Grammar is a reference guide to the most important aspects of modern Dutch as it is used by native speakers. Features include: A brand new chapter on
negation; A user-friendly style to ensure all elements of the language that are of particular difficulty to English speakers are adequately explained; ‘Let’s Try That’ sections in each chapter containing
sample exercises; More examples and cross-referencing throughout, and a comprehensive glossary and index at the back of the book; Full use of examples given throughout illustrating modern usage.
Dutch: An Essential Grammar is the ideal reference source both for those studying Dutch independently and for students in colleges, universities and adult classes.
"Rework" shows you a better, faster, easier way to succeed in business. You'll learn how to be more productive, how to get exposure without breaking the bank, and tons more counterintuitive ideas that
will inspire and provoke you.
This volume presents a collection of papers of recent generative research into the properties of phrasal and feature movement, which explore these key syntactic phenomena from different angles and across
languages. The papers advance or build on models of movement which capitalize either on generalized feature movement or on generalized remnant movement. Both these approaches attempt to develop a
restrictive theory of movement aiming at a simplification of the operations of the computational system. Despite the fact that they are so different technically, generalized feature movement and generalized
remnant movement both push the theory of movement to the same direction in two important respects: (a) Elimination of head movement. (b) Elimination of covert movement. The book is of primary
interest to researchers and students in theoretical linguistics and syntactic theory.
A synchronic and a diachronic analysis of verbal positions in Germanic languages
De walgvogel
A Frequency Dictionary of Dutch
The Morphology of Dutch
Papers of the Anéla 2012 Applied Linguistics Conference
Learn Dutch: Speak, write and understand

A Frequency Dictionary of Dutch is a valuable tool for all learners of Dutch, providing a list of the 5,000 most frequently used words in the language. Based on
a 290 million word corpus which includes both written and spoken material from a wide range of sources, this dictionary presents Dutch core vocabulary in a
detailed and clearly arranged manner: each of the 5,000 entries includes English equivalents and a sample sentence showing language in use. Users can access
the top 5,000 words either through the main frequency listings or an alphabetical index. Throughout the frequency listings there are thematically organized lists
featuring the top words from a variety of key topics such as animals, food and other areas of daily and cultural life. Words specific to Dutch in Belgium (Belgian
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Dutch) are also included. An engaging and efficient resource, A Frequency Dictionary of Dutch will enable students of all levels to get the most out of their
study. This book was prepared in association with the Instituut voor Nederlandse Lexicologie (INL, Institute of Dutch Lexicology). A CD version is available to
purchase separately. Designed for use by corpus and computational linguists, it provides the full text in a format that researchers can process and turn into
suitable lists for their own research purposes.
•Want to learn Dutch? •Do you only have limited knowledge - or none at all? •You don't know where to start? •You're very motivated to learn the Dutch
language? A book to start learning Dutch by yourself In this book for beginners, we start learning Dutch from O. You will learn the basics of the Dutch language,
step by step. In this book, you will learn how to: •Pronounce the Dutch language •Introduce yourself •Conjugate verbs in the present •Ask questions in
Dutch •Use the negative in your sentences •Talk about countries •Get your transport •Tell what time it is •Use the possessive Ready to learn Dutch?
Start by buying this book today!
Dit boek gaat gepaard met het afscheid van Willem Elias aan de Vrije Universiteit Brussel. Het laat de lezer binnenkijken in zijn leefwereld door de ogen van
zijn vrienden: collega-professoren, alumni, politici, zakenlui en vele anderen met wie hij vaak rijkelijk tafelt en dialogeert. Net zoals een kunstwerk beter te
begrijpen is door het te benaderen vanuit verschillende invalshoeken, schetst dit boek een accuraat totaalbeeld van een man van vele facetten. Als professor
inspireerde hij zijn studenten, als dwarskijker opende hij de ogen van kunstliefhebbers, als bevlogen spreker vermaakte hij zijn publiek op vernissages, als
decaan liet hij een frisse wind waaien met zijn eigen managementstijl, als vrijdenker doorbrak hij talrijke taboes, als minnaar plezierde hij vele vrouwen, als
vriend kent hij zijn gelijke niet. Als slechte slaper schreef hij een indrukwekkend oeuvre bijeen. In het Woord Vooraf schetst Willem Elias zelf zijn eigen
pedagogisch traject. Er vallen vele lessen uit te leren. Bovenal blijft hij een educator.
Microparametric Syntax and Dialect Variation
Uitkomsten van een onderzoek over het imago van het boek in Vlaanderen en Nederland
The Syntax of Interpretation
Of volledige beschrijving van al het gene wat et deze konst betrekking heeft : Met pl
Language Competence Across Populations
a practical grammar
The essays collected in this volume, most previously unpublished, address a number of closely interconnected issues raised by the
comparative syntax of functional heads within the Principles-and-Parameters approach. The general theory of head movement, the
properties of derived structures created by incorporation, and the parameterization involved are the main theoretical foci. One
major empirical area which is addressed concerns head movement in configurations involving certain kinds of operator-like
elements, for example, the different manifestations of Verb Second phenomena in Wh and other constructions and the syntax of
negative heads and specifiers. In addition, properties of functional heads and head movement in nominal and clausal structures and
the causative construction are investigated.
De boekbinderOf volledige beschrijving van al het gene wat et deze konst betrekking heeft : Met plPapers of the Anéla 2012 Applied
Linguistics ConferenceEburon Uitgeverij B.V.Parameters and Functional Heads : Essays in Comparative SyntaxEssays in Comparative
SyntaxOxford University Press, USA
This intensive foundation course in Dutch is designed for those with no previous knowledge of the language. It is lively and fastpaced, providing students with a wide range of activities, and drawing on an impressive selection of source material from many
different media. Audio materials are presented on accompanying CDs, to be purchased separately. Taking students from beginner to
intermediate level in one year, the Routledge Intensive Dutch Course develops a thorough working knowledge of the structures of
Dutch and practises the four key skills of language learning: reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Guidance for tutors as
well as links to related sites is available on the Routledge website.
Het grote moppenboek
30 is een schoon getal (E-boek - ePub-formaat)
Succesvolle bedrijfsfinanciering en investeringsbeleid (2de herziene uitgave)
Formal Issues in Lexical-Functional Grammar
Dutch: An Essential Grammar
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The Status of Exceptions
The book consists of Elementary and Pre-intermediate courses with parallel Dutch-English texts. The author maintains learners' motivation with funny stories about real life
situations such as meeting people, studying, job searches, working etc. The ALARM method (Approved Learning Automatic Remembering Method) utilize natural human ability to
remember words used in texts repeatedly and systematically. The author managed to compose each sentence using only words explained in previous chapters. The second and
the following chapters of the Elementary course have only about 30 new words each. The book is equipped with the audio tracks. The address of the home page of the book on
the Internet, where audio files are available for listening and downloading, is listed at the beginning of the book on the copyright page.
Interactive. Effective. And FUN! Start speaking Dutch in minutes, and learn key vocabulary, phrases, and grammar in just minutes more with Learn Dutch - Level 4: Intermediate,
a completely new way to learn Dutch with ease! Learn Dutch - Level 4: Intermediate will arm you with Dutch and cultural insight to utterly shock and amaze your Dutch friends
and family, teachers, and colleagues. What you get in Learn Dutch - Level 4: Intermediate: - 220+ pages of Dutch learning material - 25 Dutch lessons: dialog transcripts with
translation, vocabulary, sample sentences and a grammar section - 25 Audio Lesson Tracks - 25 Audio Review Tracks - 25 Audio Dialog Tracks This book is the most powerful
way to learn Dutch. Guaranteed. You get the two most powerful components of our language learning system: the audio lessons and lesson notes. Why are the audio lessons so
effective? - powerful and to the point - syllable-by-syllable breakdown of each word and phrase so that you can say every word and phrase instantly - repeat after the professional
teacher to practice proper pronunciation - cultural insight and insider-only tips from our teachers in each lesson - fun and relaxed approach to learning - effortlessly learn from bilingual and bi-cultural hosts as they guide you through the pitfalls and pleasures of the Netherlands and Dutch. Why are the lesson notes so effective? - improve listening
comprehension and reading comprehension by reading the dialog transcript while listening to the conversation - grasp the exact meaning of phrases and expressions with natural
translations - expand your word and phrase usage with the expansion section - master and learn to use Dutch grammar with the grammar section Discover or rediscover how fun
learning a language can be with the future of language learning, and start speaking Dutch instantly!
Lexical-Functional Grammar was first developed by Joan Bresnan and Ronald M. Kaplan in the late 1970s, and was designed to serve as a medium for expressing and
explaining important generalisations about the syntax of human languages and thus to serve as a vehicle for independent linguistic research. An equally important goal was to
provide a restricted, mathematically tractable notation that could be interpreted by psychologically plausible and computationally efficient processing mechanisms. The formal
architecture of LFG provides a simple set of devices for describing the common properties of all human languages and the particular properties of individual languages. This
volume presents work conducted over the past several years at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, Stanford University, and elsewhere. The different sections link
mathematical and computational issues and the analysis of particular linguistic phenomena in areas such as wh-constructions, anaphoric binding, word order and coordination.
Core Vocabulary for Learners
Never take 'No problem' for an Answer
Liber amicorum Willem Elias
Parameters and Functional Heads : Essays in Comparative Syntax
De Kampioen
Bilingual for Speakers of English A2 Elementary B1 Pre-intermediate
This book supplies the need for an authoritative account of the morphology of Dutch in English and at the same time will make an important contribution to current theoretical discussions of word formation; the
interactions between morphology, syntax, semantics, and phonology; and morphological change. The author is the leading scholar in the field.
In de roman De walgvogel, die verscheen in 1974, staat de onmogelijke liefde tussen de hoofdpersoon en Lien centraal. De twee worden steeds weer naar elkaar toe gedreven, zowel in Nederland als in NederlandsIndië, waar hun romance uiteindelijk resulteert in een drama.
Developed with the beginner in mind, this Grammar uses abundant examples and extensive cross-referencing to present the language in an engaging and accessible manner. Features include: core vocabulary for each
unit a Dutch-English glossary three short stories further reading and resources. This is an ideal companion to a classroom-based course, helping to further explain and reinforce the grammar content of any chosen
textbook. It is also an invaluable tool for independent learners.
X-bar grammar
Praktijkboek Non-profit crowdfunding
The Blackwell Companion to Syntax
Attribution and predication in Dutch
hoe volwassenen kinderen kunnen helpen van boeken te genieten
An Essential Grammar
De Kampioen is the magazine of The Royal Dutch Touring Club ANWB in The Netherlands. It's published 10 times a year with a circulation of approximately 3,5 million copies.
*** Pre-Order The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Syntax, second edition, publishing December 2017. Find out more at www.companiontosyntax.com *** This long-awaited reference work marks the culmination of numerous years of
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research and international collaboration by the world’s leading syntacticians. There exists no other comparable collection of research that documents the development of syntax in this way. Under the editorial direction of Martin Everaert
and Henk van Riemsdijk, this 5 volume set comprises 70 case studies commissioned specifically for this volume. The 80 contributors are drawn from an international group of prestigious linguists, including Joe Emonds, Sandra Chung,
Susan Rothstein, Adriana Belletti, Jim Huang, Howard Lasnik, and Marcel den Dikken, among many others. A unique collection of 70 newly-commissioned case studies, offering access to research completed over the last 40 years. Brings
together the world’s leading syntacticians to provide a large and diverse number of case studies in the field. Explores a comprehensive range of syntax topics from an historical perspective. Investigates empirical domains which have been
well-documented and which have played a prominent role in theoretical syntax at some stage in the development of generative grammar. Serves as a research tool for not only theoretical linguistics but also the various forms of applied
linguistics. Contains an accessible alphabetical structure, with an index integral to each volume featuring keywords and key figures. Each multi-volume set is also accompanied by a CD Rom of the entire Companion. Like the prestigious
Blackwell Handbooks in Linguistics series, this multi-volume work, in the new The Wiley Blackwell Companions to Linguistics series, can be relied upon to deliver the quality and expertise with which Blackwell Publishing’s linguistics list
is associated.
Dit is het eerste Nederlandstalige boek dat de crowdfunders in Belgi voor de non-profit erg transparant in kaart brengt. Het doet een opsomming van alle crowdfunders die ooit zijn opgestart of wilden opstarten, inclusief wie stopten.
Het zet alle succesfactoren rond crowdfunding netjes op een rij en geeft een individuele, vaak kritische analyse van alle relevante crowdfunders voor de non-profitsector, met een quotatie van hun resultaten en technische kenmerken. De
auteur geeft een blik achter de schermen, toont verbanden en relaties aan tussen verschillende initiatieven in de crowdfundingwereld, bespreekt desbetreffende websites en biedt een duidelijke werkmethode aan voor crowdfunding voor
non-profit.
De boekbinder
Toward a Definition of Specific Language Impairment
A Reference Grammar of Dutch
The V2 Conspiracy
De leesomgeving
This volume provides a detailed and comprehensive description of the morphological system of Dutch. Following an introduction to the basic assumptions of morphological theory, separate chapters are devoted to the inflectional
system, derivation, and compounding, the interface between morphology and phonology, the interaction between morphology and syntax, and, new to this edition, a more detailed study of the features of separable complex verbs.
Geert Booij demonstrates in this book that the morphology of Dutch poses multiple interesting descriptive and theoretical challenges. The volume also contributes to ongoing discussions on the nature and representation of
morphological processes, the role of paradigmatic relations between words - and between words and phrases - and the interaction between morphology, phonology, and syntax. This second, fully revised edition has been updated
throughout with expanded coverage of Dutch morphological phenomena and results from new research. Alongside a brand new chapter on separable complex verbs, it also includes a more sophisticated analysis of the relation
between morphology and syntax, and an introduction to the basic tenets of Construction Morphology.
A Reference Grammar of Dutch is aimed at English-speaking students of Dutch at beginner/intermediate level. It is designed to be practical and user-friendly: grammatical information is presented in short entries arranged in
alphabetical order, allowing students to gain easy access to specific points of grammar or problematic points of vocabulary as they encounter them in practice. Each grammatical rule is illustrated by simple, everyday Dutch
examples of the kind likely to be encountered and used by the learner. Specialised linguistic terminology is kept to a minimum, with a glossary of essential terms provided, and charts and tables are included to help the student
focus on the main points. Each entry is linked to a set of exercises which are graded according to complexity, and there is a key to the exercises at the back of the book. A thorough index is also provided.
Bestselling language courses! From Danish to Spanish, Swahili to Brazilian Portuguese, the languages of the world are brought within the reach of any beginning student. Learners can use the Teach Yourself Language Courses at
their own pace or as a supplement to formal courses. These complete courses are based on the very latest learning methods and designed to be enjoyable and user-friendly. Prepared by experts in the language, each course begins
with the basics and gradually promotes the student to a level of smooth and confident communication, including: Up-to-date, graded interactive dialogues Graded units of culture notes, grammar, and exercises Step-by-step guide
to pronunciation Practical vocabulary Regular and irregular verb tables Plenty of practice exercises and answers Bilingual glossary The new editions also feature: Clear, uncluttered, and user-friendly layout Self-assessment
quizzes to test progress Website suggestions to take language study further
With Exercises and Key
Volume 1: Lessons 1-25
Scrambling, Remnant Movement, and Restructuring in West Germanic
Legacy serie, boek 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10
Schrijf jouw eigen boek
West Germanic OV and VO
Richard Kayne’s introduction to this volume stresses that comparative work on the syntax of very closely related languages and dialects is a research tool
promising to provide both a broad understanding of parameters at their finest-grained and an approach to the question of the minimal units of syntactic
variation. The 11 articles in this collection demonstrate the use of this tool in analyzing microparametric variation, principally with reference to Chomsky’s
Minimalist program, in a variety of languages. Topics include se/si constructions, hypothetical infinitives and adverbial quantifiers in French and other Romance
languages; that-trace variation, Scandinavian possessive constructions, reflexives and subject-verb agreement in Icelandic & Faroese, and verb clusters in
continental West Germanic dialects; anaphoric agreement in Labrador Inuttut; negative particle questions in Chinese; imperative inversion in Belfast English;
and the second person singular interrogative in the traditional vernacular of Bolton.
In this book, Hinterhölzl provides a comprehensive study of three salient phenomena of West Germaic, namely scrambling, remnant movement and restructuring,
and discusses their interrelatedness. In particular, restructuring is shown to break down into remnant movement of the major phases of the infinitival clause,
accounting for the formation of verb clusters and the transparency of restructuring infinitives.
Dimensions of Movement
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Introduction to Dutch
Essays in Comparative Syntax
From Features to Remnants
Teach Yourself Dutch Complete Course (Book Only)
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